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PUBLISHER LETTER
I want to express my deepest gratitude to everyone who
has continuously contributed and helped in the creation
of this Special Commemorative Limited Edition of LVH
Magazine “Fame & Fashion 2016.” I would also like to
thank my friends, associates, contributors and supporters
of our main goal in life: Peace, Unity, Love and Education.
A very special thanks to contributing writers that are still
with me and have been submitting their work since I
started publishing in 1995 until today.
All of our supporters from around the world share their
sincerest heartfelt appreciation for what we are presenting.
I would also like to convey my admiration and genuine
regard to all of those involved intimately in the production
process from advertisers, designers, writers and sponsors.
A special note of “thanks” to our magnificent designer,
Patrick of Berlin who is taking Las Vegas Hollywood
Magazine to a different level, venturing where we we have
not been before and will be publishing in several different
languages.
LVH MEDIA and LVH MAGAZINE is presenting front and
center during this year’s Cannes Film Festival at booth
number 17.08 at the Palais. I want to thank the team at
MARCHE DU FILM Cannes 2016 for all their help and
support.
Our yearly “Peace Night” event hosted by Lifestyle
Designer Extraordinaire, Richard Nilsson will be held at
the prestigious, world renowned Villa Oxygene in Cannes,
France – promoting the exciting “kick-off” ceremonies
of our upcoming, 7th annual “Jackson Family Foundation
Week Celebrations,” whereas the main event will take
place on the 19th of May 2016.

Simon Sahouri President of the Jackson Family Foundation
and Joe Jackson Chairmen of the Jackson Family Foundation

The 2nd Annual “Cannes Fashion Festival” is the center attraction for Top Designers in the world and will be
taking place at the “White House” in Cannes beginning the 18th, 19th, and 20th of May 2016.
I would like to thank especially, the Co-Owner of Miss Brazil USA, Ms. Sonia Rivelli and Rodrigo Oliveira, “The
King of Celebrities” for their Support of LVH Media, and for having Miss Brazil USA-Julia Meireles and Miss Brazil
USA Host, Gisele Claudino attend one of the largest events in the entertainment and film industry – Cannes Film
Festival and the 7th Annual Jackson Family Foundation Week Celebrations and Peace Night Gala.
We have evolved over the years, reaching out to other countries and regions of the globe as we continue on a
focused mission and goal of spreading Peace, Unity, Love and Education. By doing so, our tremendous efforts are
indeed, making our world a better place. We thank you for reading and enjoying our magazine as we bring you
the most enjoyable news, celebrity history, glitz, glamour and designer lifestyles for your entertainment pleasure!
LVH Magazine is proud to support the Jackson Family Foundation today, tomorrow and future years to come.
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SONIA
RIVELLI

THE ROAD TO SUCCESS
BY MISS BRAZIL USA STAFF

A business woman with profound success, a
lover of Brazilian culture; Sonia Rivelli was the
first person to put a soccer ball in the hands of a
child, here in the United States. She was a very
successful antique store owner in Beverly Hills,
California.
She is the CEO of Dom Pedro II Brazilian
International Foundation in Las Vegas. The
foundation was introduced to Las Vegas in 2004.
It is very supportive of the Brazilian community
in Las Vegas, Nevada. Her main objective was
to spread Brazilian culture and customs and
any other capabilities and habits, that are very
important to people to know, out side Brazil.
The Dom Pedro ll Brazilian International
producer Miss Brazil USA together with the King
of celebrities.

Miss Brazil USA (Julia Meireles), Sonia Rivelli (Co-Owner of Miss Brazil USA),
Gisele Claudino (Miss Brazil USA Host), Claudia Da Silva (Miss Brazil USA Nevada)

Sonia Rivelli, has dedicated herself to promoting
Brazil in various ways. After the prestigious Miss
Brazil USA pageant, in Miami, Florida, she felt
the need to bring the pageant to Las Vegas
with her associate, Caca Santos, producing a
great pageant, just to show to the world the
intelligence and beauty Brazilian women carry
strongly.
Sonia was always enraptured by beauty pageants
and would often exude absolute joy from setting
them up. Just setting up a little slice of Brazil in
Las Vegas for the annual pageant definitely is
special. The pageant will not be forgotten for
years to come. COMING SOON

Caco Santos (Co-Owner of Miss Brazil USA), Sonia Rivelli (Co-Owner
of Miss Brazil USA), Friend and Rodrigo Oliveira (King of Celebrities)

WWW. M ISSB RAZILUSA .COM
www .LVH magazine . com
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JÚLIA
MEIRELES

A Brazilian Phenom
BY MISS BRAZIL USA STAFF

11

PHOTOS BY TATI MARTINS – MOTION PLUS PICTURES
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PHOTOS BY DAVID TERRY

PHOTOS BY BRUNA TORRALBA

Júlia Meireles, born January 16th, 1994, is the current Miss Brazil USA. She won the beauty pageant in Salt Lake
City, Utah and also won the national competition in Orlando, Florida. She was chosen to represent the Brazilians
in the U.S. out of twenty other Brazilian girls that came from different states in America.
In 2014, she left Rio de Janeiro, Brazil for the United States to study Communications at BYU- Idaho.
“I have always had a passion for languages and cultures,” said Julia. When she was sixteen years old, she moved
to Nova Scotia, Canada for an international program to improve her English. “That was one of the best experiences
of my life,“ Said Julia. „I met many people that came from different countries, cultures, and backgrounds. They
taught me so much. I also learned to never take my home country for granted.“ Her experience in Canada made
her want to explore more cultures. In 2014, she moved to Marseille, France for another international program to
study French at Alliance Française.
Besides languages, Júlia Meireles has devoted her time to the arts. She graduated with a degree in theatre
and has taken dance classes for years. Two types she has studied are ballet and contemporary. She loves the
outdoors, nature, and the beach.
www .LVH magazine . com
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Júlia Meireles, Rodrigo Oliveira and Miss Brazil USA Nevada

“I am very grateful for the opportunity to represent Brazil in the United States. I love my culture,
my language, and everything good that my country has to offer. Being able to share these things
with the world, is such a privilege. This year has been amazing!” Said Julia. “I would like to thank
Fundação Dom Pedro II and the Rei das Celebridades for the great opportunity, that they are
giving me, to go to the Cannes Film Festival in France as Miss Brazil USA and to be part of such
an amazing event.”
Julia is going to be attending the 2016 Cannes Film Festival.
She truly is looking forward to it.
WWW. M ISSB RAZILUSA .COM
14
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PHOTOS BY DAVID TERRY

GET TO KNOW THE
KING OF CELEBRITIES
Rodrigo Oliveira, also known as The King of Celebrities, a gymnast, an
artistic producer, and an entrepreneur, started his career, very early
on, by competing in gymnastics, back in Brazil. At the age of fifteen,
he joined the Brazilian gymnastics team and even started to compete
on an international level. After a few
years, he finally got the opportunity to
join the most desired company dancers
want to work for; Cirque du Soleil.
Cirque du Soleil is the largest theatrical
producing company in the world.
Rodrigo starred in Mystére, one of
the local Cirque du Soleil shows, in
Las Vegas, for more than six years.
Starring in the show created the correct
Lil Jon and Rodrigo
connections to the entertainment world
located within Sin City. Even today, these connections allow him to
provide everyone with the BEST Las Vegas experience. From bottle
service in a night club, to a complete event; The King of Celebrities
has it all! Rodrigo Oliveira now producing Miss Brazil USA and Miss
Brazil International Bikini together with his partner Sonia Rivelli.
Rodrigo Oliveira, (King of Celebrities) now producing Miss Brazil USA
and Miss Brazil International Bikini, together with his partner Sonia
Rivelli, Also The Dom Pedro ll Brazilian International Foundation,
works with Miss Brazil USA, The King of Celebrities, Aqua Diva, and
The Brazilian Chamber of Commerce.
WWW. M ISSB RAZILUSA .COM

Jalles Franca (As Michael Jackson),
Mr. Joseph Jackson and Rodrigo

GISELLE CLAUDINO
BY MISS BRAZIL USA STAFF

Giselle Claudino is a television host, reporter, producer and fashion stylist from
João Pessoa, Paraiba, Brazil. With her bubbly, unique personality, she is an expert
when it comes to blending styles of hosting and reporting.
- Her favorite annual event to host is the
Miss Brazil USA pageant in which she
promotes Brazilian culture outside of Brazil.
- She is very passionate about fashion design
- She is an uninhibited, charismatic on-air
personality who has been an international
correspondent for twelve years.
- Her segment, Reporter Hollywood, has
featured many Hollywood celebrities and
has been on air for over four years now.
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Miss Brazil USA, Giselle Claudino
and Miss Brazil USA Nevada

WWW. M ISSB RAZILUSA .COM

“Arte means ‘art’ in Italian…
Arte all’ arte means Art for art.
I propose a life with art for all people.”
Kaori Ikeda

Arte all’arte
Photos by Javier Gomez

BY RENE WATSON

Born among the historical and exceptionally classic charms of
Kyoto, Japan – possessing a dynamic understanding of the natural
landscape and traditional culture, Kaori Ikeda has stepped into her
greatness with poise and accomplishment. She is the quintessential
modern Japanese woman who has an incredible flair for business,
fashion and art. With her charming and approachable personality,
she is a true force to be reckoned with.
While educated formally at the highly revered Doshisha University, her studies focused on economy and art
curation. After several years of work in art galleries in and around the alluring and prominent Kansai area west
of mainland Japan, and with a deep love for fashion with an emphasis on fashion photography, Kaori arrived as
Chief Curator for the House of Shiseido Gallery in Tokyo. With passion and tenacity she continued to achieve her
goals and became a decisive voice for the City of Shanghai, in regards to art and design elements for new city
events and projects.
She sets herself apart from the status quo and has proven
to be a defining voice in the industry, sharing her expertise
and vision with several universities where she lectures
on curating art. Kaori builds bridges of hope through her
extraordinary art, fashion exhibitions and events worldwide.
Through dedication to her true self, her love of the beauty
and message of art, she established Arte all’arte in January
of 2011. Through this avenue she is able to embrace her goal
of incorporating her art philosophy into all of her initiatives.
Arte all’arte continually showcases exhibitions for many world
renowned clients such as the Rolling Stones, Christian Dior,
Giorgio Armani, Louis Vuitton, Toyota and Valerio Berruti to
name a few.
Her latest enterprise is a simply thoughtful, artful international
brand that focuses on organic skin care and beauty to refresh
the spirit. She has two locations to adore and appreciate,
SULA NYC TOKYO and SULA NYC KYOTO, both in mainland
Japan. SULA NYC TOKYO Salon & Spa was created for both
women and men. To integrate the mind, body and spirit into
one, bringing the masterpiece in all of us to light are most
often times difficult indeed; SULA NYC TOKYO has raised
the bar on client interaction and personal service and has
created a luxury experience that is unmatched in the region.
Contact Info:
Kaori Ikeda
telephone +81 3 3405 9605
mobile +81 90 3873 5073
email k@arteallarte.jp
www .LVH magazine . com
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SULA NYC
Kaori Ikeda

While exploring new products and opportunities,
a dear friend and journalist, Misao introduced
her to an exotic line of skin care products from
Morocco. In 2012, SULA NYC TOKYO was
born. She was intrigued and attracted by the
effectiveness of the Argan oils in making the
skin feel refreshed, smooth and silky. She
made the decision to infuse the splendor of Argan oil into the Asian market and has
turned SULA NYC into the predominant authority in Asia. The rest is history, so to
speak…
Kaori humbly notes that she has learned many wonderfully valuable lessons from
her experiences with people she has met over many years of globetrotting, and it
has truly caused her to develop a yearning to understand her own culture that much
more. Traveling allows her to tap into her inspiration that ultimately renews her
dreams and also refreshes her spirit.

“I think sometimes that we as Japanese don’t understand our cultural
impact very well or appreciate the splendor and beauty of Japan
as much as we really should. To know and learn more about my
Japanese soul, roots, origin and culture that has inspired so many
other cultures is where I would like to focus my learning in the future.”
Kaori Ikeda
E mail IKeda @SULANYC. jp
Tokyo Office 81-3-6362-9441

www .S ULA NYC. jp

www .S ULA NYC TOKYO . com
www .S ULA NYC KYOTO . com

FASHION FROM PARIS
BY SANDRA LUPERCIO

PALAIS ROYAL AREA

TRENDY, CHIC AND CUTTING-EDGE FASHION
In the heart of Paris, the prestigious gardens of the Palais Royal are enclosed in a
magnificent architectural ensemble with its contemporary sculptures of Daniel Buren
and Pol Bury. The gardens are bordered with the Montpensier and Valois galleries,
which are full of cafés, restaurants, renowned craftsmen and designers’ boutiques. The
arrival of new and trendy shops boost this magic place where reigns the Parisian chic.
22
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Jérôme L’Huillier

GLAMOUR, AUDACITY AND ORIGINALITY
At Jérôme L’Huillier boutique - Valois Gallery, the dresses are colorful. Pop
colors and contemporary graphic motives are the trademark of the French
fashion designer Jérôme L’Huillier. One of his symbolic models is the dress
polo in jersey silk, declined in numerous colors.
L’Huillier marries in his work a sensual aesthetics to a radical modernity. The
exuberance of the abstract or naive motifs printed on the precious and ultrafeminine fabrics, the audacious gaiety of the colors, the rigor and the precision
of the bias cut please the elegant women.
Jérôme dressed many actresses for the red carpet for prestigious events like
the Cannes Film Festival. Numerous celebrities have worn his creations:
Salma Hayek, Charlize Theron, Catherine Deneuve, Chiara Mastroiani, Maria
de Medeiros, Beth Ditto, Kylie Minogue…
Jérôme L‘ Huillier plans to
increasingly develop his interior
design line.
Currently, he is preparing a
collection for a fashion show that
will take place in Brisbane, Australia,
next July.
WWW.JEROMELHUILLIER.COM

Qeelin

REFINEMENT AND EXQUISITENESS
The Qeelin boutique is located in the prestigious Montpensier Gallery. This exceptional
brand embraces the mythical essence of China’s cultural heritage with the excellence
of French craftsmanship through the medium of contemporary fine jewelry design.
The entire collection of Qeelin is exclusively realized with stones and precious metals,
such as white, yellow and pink gold, platinum, diamonds, sapphires, rubies, and jade
-- the exquisite Chinese national stone. Ancient Chinese components are revisited in
a luxurious and innovative way. Dennis Chan,
Qeelin Co-founder and Creative Director
consistently adds elements of surprise and
technicality into his creations.
Since its inception, Franco-Chinese luxury
jewelry brand Qeelin has acquired a loyal
following of dedicated fans. Launched in Paris in 2004, Qeelin became in
a few years a brand of jewelry internationally recognized.
Qeelin made its debuts on the international scene during the Cannes Film
Festival in 2004. The actress and fashion icon Maggie Cheung, who won
the Golden Palm of the best actress, wore the iconic earring Wulu and put
the brand on the center stage.
Currently, Qeelin has a worldwide presence and continues opening new
boutiques.
EU.QEELIN.COM
www .LVH magazine . com
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WORLD PEACE
WORLD PEACE NIGHT IS ORGANISED BY RICHARD NILSSON AND THE JACKSON FAMILY
IN HONOR OF MR. MANDELA, MR. LENNON AND MR. JACKSON

VILLA OXYGENE · CANNES
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NIGHT 2016
VILLA OXYGENE CANNES

ALAN LANDRY · THE VOICE OF MONACO

BEN JACK‘SON

www .LVH magazine . com
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WORLD PEACE
WORLD PEACE NIGHT IS ORGANISED BY RICHARD NILSSON AND THE JACKSON FAMILY
IN HONOR OF MR. MANDELA, MR. LENNON AND MR. JACKSON

IMAGINATION FEATURING LEEE JOHN

DJ MYLO FUERTES
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NIGHT 2016
VILLA OXYGENE CANNES
NAESTRO

NICOLE SLACK JONES

www .LVH magazine . com
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WORLD PEACE
WORLD PEACE NIGHT IS ORGANISED BY RICHARD NILSSON AND THE JACKSON FAMILY
IN HONOR OF MR. MANDELA, MR. LENNON AND MR. JACKSON

OPUS

WES MADIKO
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NIGHT 2016
VILLA OXYGENE CANNES

ALAN REEVES · ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATED COMPOSER

FRANCK VINCENT

www .LVH magazine . com
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WORLD PEACE
WORLD PEACE NIGHT IS ORGANISED BY RICHARD NILSSON AND THE JACKSON FAMILY
IN HONOR OF MR. MANDELA, MR. LENNON AND MR. JACKSON

PAMELA QUINZI

VANESSA RUBIM
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NIGHT 2016
VILLA OXYGENE CANNES

CAROLINA GUNA

Spanish fashion designer creativity,
elegance and harmony are the concepts
that distinguish their collections. In love
with her profession she loves to create
spectacle in their runways enjoys an
important place in the luxury market
in fashion Haute Couture at the level
international. Show most exquisite creations during the glamorous Film Festival
Cannes. They are unique pieces, perfect
to wear on red carpet, made with expert
craftsmanship. Likes to dress the woman
who wants to feel beautiful and unique
in every moment. The brand is founded
in 2006, begins the wanderings in different fashion contests, and events opened her own haute couture workshop
with two fashion lines Haut Couture and
pert-a-porter with a fresh touch and
innovative but faithful to elegant style,
you can find her unique pieces in New
York, Cannes, Ibiza. She has showed her
creations on the catwalks in Spain and
France.

www .LVH magazine . com
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A MOVIE BY ADAMZPRODUCTION

RAIN OF HOMS A UNIQUE MOVIE
THAT REFLECTS A DIFFERENT VISION OF SYRIA
Rehab Ayoub the producer/owner of Adamzproduction explains why she is out to transform
the way the world sees her native country through her work and the films she produces.
Much of modern Syrian cinema is composed of films depicting war and religious turmoil. The contributions of the
rising producer Rehab Ayoub and her company Adamzproduction have thus proven to be a unique addition to
the Syrian cinematic canon. As we discover, the films made by this company ‘Waiting for the Fall ‘and’ The rain
of Homs’ offer a new perspective on Syria beyond the legacy of conflict.
Born in Syria Rehab Ayoub is a dynamic, creative
producer, with the ability to envision the genesis
of a creative idea and manage conceptual
projects successfully from beginning to end.
Resourceful and innovative, producing inspiring
works with little resources and small budgets;
she is a high-impact contributor with outstanding
time management and interpersonal skills.
Rehab is also the founder of her own production
company, Adamzproduction, a company that
reflects her ambitions as an artist and value
in the world of filmmaking. Although it is new,
HOMS IN SYRIA BY EVGENI ZOTOV FROM FLICKR-PAST
Adamz Production won Best Arabic Movie
th
award in the 37 Cairo Movie Festival 2015, with one of its first movie productions, „Waiting for the Fall “. The
movies produced are quite unique and cause a lot of debate since they tend to reflect a more authentic vision.
Adamzproduction new film directed by Joud Said relates the lives of five Syrian characters that come from very
different backgrounds and meet under the siege of the old city of Homs. The film focuses on their experience
of love, hope and human sense in the middle of a city torn apart with war. The film has been praised for its
courageously poignant illustration of a lesser-known facet of the Syrian society and for the truly moving portrayal
of these unique Characters – Yara , Sara , Youssef , Jad and father Elia – as they live the moments of their lives
in such an amazing way while expressing their fears and their hopes in the middle of war. Joud Said’s exquisite
direction crisply illuminates the intimacy of their new born friendship. Critically applauded for its sharp storytelling,
Rain of Homs is a great addition to Syrian cinema, as well as a thematic innovation: straying from the traditional
representation of a war ravaged Syria, it instead meticulously examines the country’s people and their everyday
lives and the more human perspective of their existence.
Below is the interview with Rehab Ayoub. I hope you enjoy, and I hope you seek out Rain of homs as it just might
be one of the year’s Foreign Language Oscar nominees and will likely hit theaters soon after that…
34
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PRODUCER
REHAB AYOUB
Adamzproduction is a Lebanese company why are you
focusing that much on Syrian productions?
RA: it is indeed Lebanese it focuses on all kinds of
works yet recently the light is focused on Syria because
making films in these circumstances in Syria is very
difficult yet vital because those films represent the
only vital platform that truly shows and represents an
immense number of Syrian people that are still in Syria
not to fight the wars but to rebuild their beloved country.
Those people are full of love passion and have a lot of
humanity left in them yet they are not represented in
today’s media at all. Adamzproduction is trying to shed
the light on this community.

really happening. I think sometimes people get a very
negative impression what is happening here and that is
very unfortunate. yes, we do get both kinds of reviews
for you cannot please everybody. yet that is not the
point at all. the point is showing through the art of
cinematography something that is not being shown,
the other part of the truth of what is happening there
and how people truly are in Syria.

You talk about making popular films as opposed to
festival fare, could you expand on that?
RA “Well, we’ve had a lot of war here in Syria.” Films
are sometimes the only way for people to escape
reality. That’s why I prefer the use of humor in all of my
film productions. Humor is good to have in your soul. It
makes you feel like you can do something about your
situation when you are able to laugh. So I don’t like to
work on films that are so heavy. Even this one, which is
much more serious than than waiting for autumn done
as a fantasy. And I still loved the humor throughout the
film. I think serious subjects go down in a much easier
way when mixed with humor.”
How important it is for your films to be able to play
outside the region? and how successful was their
exposure?
RA: It’s very important. And not just because of the
money. You guys get a very false image of the whole
picture here and film can paint the truth of what is

“WAITING FOR THE FALL” - FILM BY ADAMZ PRODUCTION
BEST MOVIE AT THE 37TH CAIRO MOVIE FESTIVAL 2015

What about the current situation in Syria? Will it have
an effect on the middle east?
RA: Everything in the region has an effect. But I am
not a politician. I consider myself a film producer and
an art fanatic. I try to stay out of politics and prefer to
reflect the more human version of what is happening in
the middle east especially in Syria.

www .LVH magazine . com
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society and humanity. Personally I
prefer film documentaries, feature
films and short films yet I am open and
ready for any truly viable suggestion.
We also work in distribution,
postproduction and marketing. Any
project that fits our ethics is most
welcome. We like unique ideas and
are always seeking new approaches
on Syria since there is a lot of this to
be shown and the light is hardly shed
there. We are also seeking budgeting
support and partnership in multiple
large projects that can lead to a very
HOMS IN SYRIA BY EVGENI ZOTOV FROM FLICKR-PRESENT
powerful impact in society. I believe
AdamzProduction won Best Arabic Movie award in Adamzproduction is showing a lot of good promises
the 37th Cairo Movie Festival 2015, with one of its first for the future. It’s my dream, it always was it always will
movie productions does that make you proud?
be There is nothing in this world that is more beautiful
than seeing your own dream growing and blooming
RA: It makes me more determined for with fame comes spreading positive impacts on the world.
responsibility,
I am a woman. I definitely have a woman’s perspective.
I’m also a mother and I think because of that I feel
responsible to try and make a difference. I believe
everybody can make a change in the world. It’s very
important to me to understand myself and my place
in the world. My films help me with that and the more
people see them the more I am making a statement. I
cannot say I am not proud that the first movie production
managed to get an award in the Cairo movie festival
2015, it also got screened in the festival of arab cinema
Amsterdam 2016 and Geneva festival of oriental film
2016. It makes me happy to see that people are loving
it and that the message of love and hope is spreading
quickly around the world.
What about the Rain of Homs does it fit the category
of your work?
RA: Rain of Homs is a reflection on the more human
side of things happening in my country, I believe that
Media is not showing all the perspectives of the people
of Syria. I hope we will be able to raise the voice of
awareness among people so that my country and the
ones I love will have their image shown in the right
proper way. Syria is a mother of all its people and there
is a more human side of the story of my country than
the one that is shown in the news. That is why I am
looking forward to see the impact of Rain of Homs ...
How do you see the future of Adamzproduction?
RA: In Adamzproduction we are working on multiple
projects and we are always eager to work on new
opportunities that might show in the future. We are also
always on the look for unique moviemakers that can
not only reflect but also make a positive impact on both
36
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OLGA
BY LVH MAGAZINE STAFF

Olga was born in Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine. At a
very early age, she discovered her musical gift and
talents. Throughout her teenage years she studied
piano at one of the musical schools in Dnepropetrovsk
and managed to conquer a hectic schedule as she
remained very active in her health and fitness lifestyle
as well. She graduated with a master‘s degree in
Management of International Trading. Since 2006,
Olga began working in an analytical agency, as an
Analyst; analyzing steel markets. An entrepreneur
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at heart, she was very ambitions and determined to
succeed as she intuitively knew she would do great
things with her life. With a passion for art, music and
dance, she moved away from her path in the “steel”
realm and pursued other dreams in the world of dance,
modeling and business ownership.
In 2009, Olga opened a dance studio with two other
partners and successfully developed it. As a successful
businesswoman, she maintained multiple careers and
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was able to remain active as a speaker at the
International Steel conferences. After one of her
speeches, she got offered a position in Dubai, as
a steel trader. With excitement and optimism,

she relocated to the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
in 2012. Since her move, all extra-curricular
activities and hobbies had come to a complete
halt. Only until recently, she began fulfilling
her dreams again of dance and modeling and
will keep pressing forward. If there’s one more
passion Olga would like to discover and pursue,
it would definitely be the world of fashion! With
Olga’s energetic spirit and creativity, it wouldn’t
be a surprise if she conquers it all! One of Olga’s
favorite quotes is “the world does not appreciate
the dullness and mediocrity, it appreciates beauty
and perfection.”
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A Touch of White is a Wedding & Event Planning blog publish
by Lara Barakat. Lara always had a passion for writing, and
event planning, combining both of her talents; she started
her blog in 2015, composing daily articles filled with useful
tips and advice in aim to inspire and help future brides plan
their special day. Her articles also included useful information
for Bridesmaids, Maids of honour, Engaged couples, and
Newlyweds. Further more Lara ventured out into the YouTube
world, creating videos on Beauty, Healthcare, as well as DIY
Event Décor inspiration. A Touch of White currently generates
over 25,000 views a month worldwide. The mainstream media soon picked up on Lara’s talent; a large
publication in the Middle East – Al Arabiya English – currently reposts weekly articles from A Touch of White.
We were keen to find out what inspired Lara to start
her blog, and her future plans:
What was your main inspiration behind starting a Blog?
Lara: While planning my own wedding, I was in seek
of advice, the kind you don’t hear on a daily basis from
wedding planners. The truth about planning an event
of such importance, as well as the steps one should
take before, during, and after. I realized that there was
a lack in the market for wedding and event planning
bloggers that help guide the bride, and unveil the true
experience of what to expect, leaving no leaf unturned
from decoration, fashion, beauty, and personal advice.”
What are your future plans for A Touch of White?
Lara: I am very pleased with the outcome of my blog
so far. I hope that I will continue to inspire people with
my articles, and grow a larger audience worldwide in
the years to come.
What would you say is your Key advice for future Brides?
Lara: I would advise them to stay calm, be happy, and
don’t forget to smile.
Congratulations on your wedding! How was it? Will it
be featured on your blog?
Lara: Thank you. It was amazing, I was so pleased
with the outcome, having planned everything my self
it was hectic, but fun. Yes, I will share my wedding
photos, and story on my blog soon.

SIMON SAHOURI AND LARA BARAKAT
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Earlier this year, LVH Publisher and President Mr. Simon
Sahouri, was an honored guest at Lara’s wedding in
Dubai.
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Simple ways to save on your wedding
BY L ARA BARAKAT

We all know that hosting a wedding can be expensive; relatively couples may find them selves
asking for a helping hand. No matter how much your budget is you don‘t have to resort to a
DIY design (unless you are adding a personal touch to your wedding) here are 8 really simple
ways to save on your wedding day, without having to sacrifice style.
PRIORITISE
Follow the rule of 3, choose three important aspects of
the wedding (i.e. Dress, Makeup, Flowers), which you
will allocate extra money to spend on. Then choose
three less important aspects (by less I mean ones that
fall low on your priority list i.e. invitations, table linens,
place cards) and budget accordingly.
GUEST LIST
This one is a tough cookie to tackle! Unfortunately
cutting down on the guest list is one of the most
effective ways to lower yours spend. You must take into
consideration the type of wedding you are hosting, then
go through your guest list with your partner and try to
cross our guests that you haven‘t spoke to, or met. You
can also cut out guests under the age of 12, making it
an adult only event, this may lower your guests list as
some parents may not be able to attend. Reconsider
Plus-ones, you don‘t have to invite a friend’s significant
other if they have been dating for under a year.
LIMIT UNNECESSARY ITEMS
Sometimes we can get slightly carried away with luxury
pricey items that we don‘t really need at a wedding, for
example an ice sculpture, or you might be inspired by
Kimye‘s wall of roses. Invest in items/services that will
make a difference at your wedding i.e. photography, DJ,
and Food. Before agreeing to add anything pricey on your
list ask yourself “Will anyone notice if we don‘t do this?”
INVITATIONS
It is customary to send wedding invitations, there
are simple ways in which you can cut printing costs,

consider using one color font, print on one side of the
card, or cut the cost of RSVP cards by printing an email
address for guests to send their RSVP‘s too. Feeling
less traditional? Cut the cost of invitations all in all by
creating a wedding website.
FLOWERS
A majority of your spend is going towards flowers on
your wedding day, therefore it‘s best to consider the
season in which you are getting married, and ask your
florist for a list of flowers within that season. You will
be surprised how much you can save by changing the
type of flower.
SIMPLIFY YOUR MENU
Simplify your menu, speak to your caterer and have
them offer you an alternative budget friendly menu,
where you will not sacrifice on taste but on cost. It‘s
just like flowers, stick to local and seasonal ingredients.
You may also find that a buffet meal is cheaper than
a sit down, consider all your options before deciding.
CAKE & DESSERTS
If you are having a dessert bar, then you can lower
the size of your cake, and vice versa. For decoration
consider icing rather than real flowers, and try to stay
away form tiers, swap your fondant with buttercream
its much less expensive.
RENTALS
If you are renting a car, or bus to transport your guests
or yourself to the venue, consider different options that
could help lower or cut your costs.

FACEBOOK
facebook.com/ATouchofWhite1
INSTAGRAM
@ATouchofWhite_
BLOG WEBSITE
w w w. ATo u c h O f W hi t e.c o.uk
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JOE JACKSON‘S DIARY
ABOUT HIS WIFE, CHILDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN

KATHERINE

DAY 1-11

DAY 1
“What I can say about Katherine, is she has the gentlest soul of any
one I have ever met. And she loved her children. She was really a very
good mother to the children. She knew where every single one of them
was at all times while she was also working. She did keep them off the
street. Many don’t know this but she helped me a lot rehearsing the
kids. Although she does not celebrate birthdays she knows all their
birthday’s by heart. We’ve
been through a lot together”

Her unique character-when
Katherine and I argue as
couples sometimes do, I am
not worried at all if she is
loud, shouts or screams at
me. But when she gets really
quiet, ooh that is when I know to be very very careful around her. Still
water runs deep. There is so much of Michael in her.

REBBIE

DAY 2

What can I say
about
Rebbie?
She is my eldest
child and as most
first borns do, she
carried the weight
of
responsibility
to look after her
brothers and sisters.
She is a good
daughter,
100%
Jehovah Witness.
She raised all her
children as Jehovah
witnesses. As Katherine had to work, the responsibility fell on her to
cook and look after my other kids. She helped Katherine a lot in raising the kids, and I do have much to thank
her for how she carried herself through the years.
44
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JACKIE

DAY 3

About Jackie... He has a very strong will and does not like being told
what to do. A story comes to mind during his growing up years. I bought
Jackie a brand new saxophone because I wanted him to play some
type of instrument besides just dancing and singing. He looked at the
instrument,
took
it
with
him
to school,
came back
home and
told me as
a matter of
fact that he did not want it. One day, years later he
came into my office and asked me “How come I am not
playing any instruments. I replied, “You said you did not
want it and you put it down”. He inquired why I never
forced him as it would have been good for him. I never
told him why not, but I knew his will was to strong back
then to be forced into doing something he never wanted
to do. That was why I never tried.

TITO

DAY 4

What can I say
about Tito. He
would have been
a good diplomatic
political
leader.
He raised his boys
the right way and
taught them all
the good stuff.
I am very very
proud of the way
he raised his sons,
the 3T’s. What
made the 3T’s
so good is they
copied after their father. Tito had the patience to teach them. Some
of them sleep with keyboards right by their bedside, so if they get
up in the middle of the night with a tune in their head, they write it
down, practice as not to forget it. They are excellent writers, good
producers and good entertainers. He always had cool way about him and my hat goes off to him for the great
job he has done with raising my incredible grandsons.
www .LVH magazine . com
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JERMAINE

DAY 5

Jermaine is the type of Kid who is very sensitive and extremely
good at playing the base guitar. I have not met anyone who
can play the base better than him. He loved to play the base.
He taught some of his kids to play the guitar too! Actually
one of his kids a few years ago was playing the lead guitar
with him on stage. I have always felt that no one can sing a
ballad song
better than
Jermaine.
He has a
God given
talent
to
sing ballads
better than
anyone in
this world. I am not saying this simply because he is my son. I have
been around the block and know quality when I hear it. I only wish
he sang them more often than he does.

LATOYA

DAY 6

Latoya: Latoya is
the type of young
lady who loves
to Entertain. I
think she would
have been a
great
interior
and
fashion
designer. She is
very particular
and likes the
finer things in
life. She has her
show going on
now with the OWN Network and is engaged to someone I like,
Jeffre. She has invited me on her show multiple times and makes
certain to attend any of my events. I have grown very close to her over the years. She has surprised me in a very
positive way. Never in my dreams did I imagine her showing me this much appreciation and love. She calls me
all the time and is one of the few who went on TV and said “My father had a stroke”. I am proud to call her my
daughter and wish nothing but the best for her.
46
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MARLON

DAY 7

Marlon I can say is a
determined soul. He might
not have been as quick at
getting something right
away as Michael did, but
he would work at it until
he got it. He could put his
mind to something and
stay focused. He did learn
a lot from Michael as they
were both very close in
age. He is a great dancer,
but was in Michael’s shadow so the public never go to discover how
talented he as a solo artist could be. I recently watched him perform
on stage with his brothers, and I could see the moves flow naturally
out of him. I am happy to see him get the recognition he deserves.

MICHAEL

DAY 8
Michael was like this. He was the type of kid who loved kids.
I remember, .. a long time ago, when I used to give him his
allowance after the shows. He would use it all up to buy a lot
of candy. He would get the children in the neighbourhood to
sit down with him in a circle, and he would keep feeding them
candy, laughing and having the time of his life. I would look at
him and it was beyond me, how in the world he got the most
pleasure watching other kids eat candy.

Another thing, he was so fast. That boy was quick. Once we had
a very mean dog in the yard, a black doberman. This dog was
so mean and fierce, we called him by a dictator’s name (I can’t
mention the name). Now every Sunday, Michael would practise
his dancing for about 2 to 3 hours. He had just got done doing
his routine and was out walking with Randy his little brother.
They did not notice that the dog had got out of the yard and it
came chasing after them. Michael was so fast, dashing out of
the dog’s way in the split of a second and jumping on top of the car. The dog did however get Randy, biting Randy
on his back leg. I rushed after the dog and was able to set Randy free. It was very dangerous because Randy
might never have been able to walk again, had the dog continued its bite. Years have gone by and I can still
see it all happening like a movie. How Michael was able to outrun the dog that fast, and still have the presence
of mind to Jump is beyond me.
What else … Let me see, He was also a master at imitation. He could see something once, and would be able to
www .LVH magazine . com
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imitate it. The songs he did, he did at home, so when he went into the studio, he knew exactly what he wanted.
Somehow he knew how to think ahead.
He did save my life once. During the early days, there was this gang who would come to shows without paying
and take our instruments which we had paid dearly for with the little money we had. My boys and I were getting
ready to do a show, when this group showed up. I
was not having it anymore this time and I stood up to
fight them by myself. I was putting up a fight, when
one of them knocked me in the back of my head
with a microphone, knocking me out cold. As I lay
unconscious, bleeding, little did I know, but Michael
had run into the street to pay phone. He called out
to people walking by if they could carry him, as he
was unable to reach the phone because of his height.
They did lift him up, and he called 9-1-1.
After the ambulance got to the show and worked on
me, I was barely able to get up. I remember Michael
and the boys looking at me with their youthful eyes,
full of confusion as if asking “What do we do know?”.
I looked straight at them and without any hesitation
said “You go on stage and do the show, like nothing
has happened. The show must always go on!” Michael internalized that lesson and over the years, even in pain,
stress, sadness, he would never let the public see it. He was a professional till the end. In my eyes “The Greatest
Entertainer that ever lived”.

RANDY

DAY 9

Randy can play
almost anything
on
stage.
Because he was
too young at
the time to join
the group, and
us keeping him
in all the time
(looking
after
him), he got to
spend most of
his time playing
around in the
studio with almost all the various instruments. As he grew older he
became more the percussionist. He is an extremely good producer
and song writer. He is the one who wrote that famous song on the Jackson’s album, you know… the one… Well
you get this way as you get older. He put together a group “Randy and Gypsy’s”. I loved that album. I think it
would have done much better if they had given it a little more promotion.
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JANET

DAY 10

Janet, the youngest in the family is very
very smart. She was more like a tough
kid. She was real rough. I mean she was
rough. What do they call them… yes …
tomboy. She was a tomboy. She could
whop all the girls. She was really rough
and really really smart. She is really easy
nowadays. She has mellowed. She is now
married and living a good life with her
husband.
I always felt that she was a natural when
it came to acting. She did that movie,
with the late Tupac Shakur. I thought it
was a very good movie, and I was very
proud of her performance. As great and
known as a singer as she is, I think the
world has yet to recognize her extremely
great talent as an actress that surpasses
her singing. She wants to have a good
part in a strong action movie. I can’t wait
to see her in one.
She did surprise me once, picking me as
her date to the premiere of the movie
she did with Eddie Murphy. Now Eddie is a great friend and I consider him one of this generation’s greatest
comedians, but right in the middle of watching the movie, as proud as I was of Janet, I never let her know that.
She asked me what I thought and I remember telling her “You should be bigger than this. You should be the lead
actor in the movie and carrying it”. I know the comment upset her, because she became quiet and I knew it. But i
know her so well; that I knew she was going to channel that anger to prove that she could do better and was right.
She came back even stronger with
greater movies. And you have not
seen the best of her yet. That’s my
girl.
When I suffered 4 strokes last year,
and was in the hospital recovering,
only two people in my family
traveled all the way to see in the
hospital. My granddaughter Brandi,
(Jackie’s daughter and my baby girl
Janet) sat right next to me as I lay
in bed, spent time with me, talking
about a lot together. It meant a lot
to me. I lay there listening to her
as she talked about how she was
going to get married. I am happy
for her and wish her nothing but
the best! I never tell you this, but I
am proud of you Janet.
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GRANDCHILDREN

DAY 11

I would like to thank everyone for the heartfelt messages of
best wishes on my Birthday. I’m 86 years old and still going
strong. I spent the full week of my birthday between Tokyo,
Barcelona and I am on my way right now to New York via
London. I want to thank the fans who continue to be loyal
and kind to me. Everywhere I have gone, I have been shown
much love. I would like a few words on my 86th Birthday for
all my grandkids. You are so many!
The three pictures are all of me. I never listened to society
when it told me, that my life was destined for the steel mill.
That my offspring to a
life of hardship. I never listened when it judged us by our race. I never listened
when it said our music could not transcend race, culture, boarders or religion.
I never listened when I was laughed at for dreaming I would make my family
(Your uncles) into a music group. I did not care when I heard the laughter of
the neighbors and the mockery and sinister comments. I never listened when
it called my late son names, ridiculed and joked about him. Society would
not have cared had we been on welfare in Gary Indiana, nor would it have
come with a helping hand. It had no chicken in that fight. Why would I care
what it thinks, writes or says about me, now! Why? Why would I?? Why in the
world would I???
All it takes is to believe in you. But you cannot be able to believe in yourself if at the same time you listen to all
the negative comments of others. The two do not go together. Let others spend their time writing and talking
negatively about you. Let them talk, you go and do it! Belief comes with experience. So do not be afraid to feel
scared. It is o.k. Your uncles were scared too. Society may predict, but
only you will determine your destiny.
I remember at the Apollo theater, they had heard that if you can
perform there and they accept you, you can perform anywhere in the
world. But they also heard that if they did not accept you, they would
throw things at you on stage. That scared them like crazy. I remember
watching them touch a little stump on the stage for good luck. After
they got through that show, I could see the belief in their eyes and I
knew nothing could stop us.
Stevana: I would travel all over for you. I remember flying back to
Boston for your graduation. I would not miss it for anything in the
world. It was a great day to watch you graduate. I look forward
always to your calls and visits, the little notes and
touching birthday wishes. You never fail to send
me. Stay focused, the world is yours.
Brandi: You have grown up so quickly. Seems only yesterday you were a baby. Your actions
are true. Coming to the hospital when I suffered 4 strokes and staying by my bedside.
Prince: I know your father Michael raised you right and you will never forget
him. I know you loved him dearly. You are only finding out now how big he was.
I enjoy your calls all the time. “Hi Grandpa, I am just checking on you”: I can
hear that sentence even as I dictate this.
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Club Prestige
CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN YOUR LIFE STYLE
BY PATRICK DUPRE

Our company has
extensive experience
in the field of luxury,
leisure, and prestige.
We
have
been
operating for nearly
twenty years. We offer
our
professionalism
and experience to meet
all requirements. Club
Prestige offers many
destinations, online, in
which a person would
want to visit In addition,
we specialize in luxury
services, which we
adapt according to the
needs of the customer,
anywhere in the world.
Since its creation in 1996, Club Prestige has been
putting together high class people among a melting
pot of businessmen, artists, corporate men and women,
and others. We offer exclusive services throughout the
world. Club Prestige is a club that deals only with the
best; high-class leisure, high-class life styles, access to
the utmost thrilling events on the planet. We are always
on the move to discover the best luxury services. We
bear in mind intimate preferences and tastes. Each
offer we make has only one goal: fit all demands of
the customer with full availability. Discovering Club
Prestige is entering a different world of irreproachable
confidentiality. The customer is the partner of Club
Prestige as though they are the experts in the field of
luxury leisure such as travel, hotels, gastronomy, events,
and more. We will lead the customer to the utmost level
of prestige.

We can advise and search for the customer. We can
and will find the house or apartment of your dreams,
castle, mansion, or even a private island. Club Prestige
can even provide one with butlers and keepers for one’s
main or secondary residence. We also do decoration
and interior design.
Become a VIP member of Club Prestige, by filling out
the form; on the site, one will receive a card after doing
so. It entitles one, to many benefits wherever present
in the world. Special offers, invitations to major events,
private parties, access to privileged partner institutions,
renting cars or limousines, private jets, helicopters,
boats, or organizing private parties whatever their
theme, their locations, and the number of people, just
to name some.
We open the doors to prestige and luxury, palaces and
gastronomy. One can discover renown gastronomic
tables and plenty of other addresses worth knowing.
Enjoy exclusive access to all sorts of exhibitions or
sports meetings all over the world. Cocktails parties,
weddings, anniversaries, jet set evenings, or even
inauguration ceremonies in exceptional places. Home
services include renown chefs, personal coaches, home
staff, and others.

OUR AGENCYS’ LOCATIONS

LONDON · PARIS · CANNES · ST. TROPEZ · MONACO
BARCELONA · GENEVA · MARRAKECH · MAURITIUS
DUBAI · ABU DHABI · LOS ANGELES

Weddings, surprise birthday parties, a jet set theme,
or an unusual party- we have it all. We create
unforgettable moments and exceptional evenings. Let
us design a unique and privileged experience inviting
one to a customized escape. The comfort level is high,
wherever the destination.
At the other end of the world or close to you, someone is
waiting with transportation; VIP is optional. Personalized
transportation with a driver is also available. There
are various vehicles to choose from like private jets,
luxury cars, limousines, motorcycles, or even luxury
yachts. Club Prestige guides will help anyone discover
many locations. Club Prestige offers exclusive access
to cultural exhibitions, shows, major sporting events,
and various other events. Some of the events include
Cannes Film Festival and The Monaco Grand Prix

Our multi-lingual advisors and experts will make one
reach the highest level of prestige service.

Club Prestige Ltd

PATRICK DUPRE
29 Harley Street · London W1G 9QR
www.Club-Prestige.com · contact@Club-Prestige.com
Phone: +33 670 526 578
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SYIAH
MARIE
Singing since the age
of three, this Baltimore,
Maryland native has
been developing her
vocal talent into a vocal
powerhouse.
Syiah
has always appreciated
great music growing up.
Soulful, talented voices of
great artists like Mahalia
Jackson, Aretha Franklin,
Etta James and Sam
Cooke are some of her
favorites. She also has a
healthy appreciation for
a variety of other genres
of music and incorporates
bits of them into her
songwriting. Syiah aspires
to be a versatile artist,
although her roots, vocal
range, and harmonious
voice clearly categorize her as an R&B singer. Currently a Senior
in high school, Syiah aspires to be a gourmet chef and travel the
world, certainly while singing every step of the way.

A RTISTECARD.COM /S YIAH M ARIE
Contact Information

CHERON CARTER
Marketing Executive & Talent Manager
Contact: 678-250-5324
Booking: TheRealSyiah@Gmail.com
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RPSMobiPay…
Because business
knows no boundaries

With ofﬁces in:
United States
United Kingdom
Zimbabwe
Zambia
South Africa
Opening 2016
Dubai
Japan

Accept payments anytime, anywhere.
We founded RPSMobiPay to help businesses thrive in this competitive
world where business is increasingly done online. Our solution to this
rapidly changing environment is to team the best payment processing
technology and service with PLUS solutions – marketing and branding
tools designed speciﬁcally for our clients.
Our professional and experienced RPSMobiPay team is committed to
delivering the best payment processing products and services with
integrity and honesty. Our goal is to take care of our clients and help them
succeed while building relationships through trust and transparency.
We invite you to get to know us and our services.

www.rpsmobipay.com

BY DEEMA BARAKAT

PHOTOS BY ANITA KNUTSEN / KRISTIANSAND, NORWAY

Cecilie Binoche was born in Kristiansand,
Norway. She spent her early years in Norway
but wanted a change, so she ventured
out to the United States and the United
Kingdom. Cecilie studied Performing Arts
at The Nordic Black Theatre School in
Oslo, while also attaining a dual American
and English four-year degree; Bachelor of
Fine Arts in Media Production from the
American Intercontinental University in
London, England. Tor Birger Krageboen of
Norway, a Manager of the past has been
an amazing and superb support system
for Cecilie, to whom she will be forever
thankful for. Though art and acting
are wondrous treasures, her love for her
precious daughter will always come first.
Cecilie grew up in a very loving home with
a strong mum who truly believed in her.
With humility, her mum often encouraged
and inspired Cecilie to no end.
She developed her confidence, artistic
talents, and skills in performing arts,
fashion, painting, and handball and was
courageous to take on her first acting
role as a teenager, playing a small part
in, Camilla and the Thief, in Norway.
Throughout her magnificent career, Cecilie
has worked with Elite Model Management
in Oslo & also with Actors Inc., in London.
She has held various positions, both on
and off stage whether it was behind the
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scenes or front and center using her talents in directing
and producing and other fascinating relevant industries
such as Film, TV, Fashion, Music, Song Writing and
Recording. Presently, at this time Cecilie has traveled
to Dubai, mainly focusing on her artistic abilities
by pursuing her music and acting career, while still
managing to work diligently on various film and TV
productions full-time. Through various media channels,
appointments, and engagements, Cecilie crossed
paths with Las Vegas Hollywood (LVH) Magazine in
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and since then has
become a part time brand ambassador for the region.
Cecilie Binoche attended the Make that change seminar
in Lagos, Nigeria in August of 2015 representing The
Jackson Family Foundation and Be Africa for the
anniversary of Michael Jackson’s birthday. It was a
collaborative event to express and inform how essential
and important education is. The socialites of Lagos
including politicians, sponsors, and teachers along
with locals all came together on that very special day.
Cecilie feels strongly, “We shall never forget to inspire
and help people who are struggling.” Cecilie has been
doing theatre, film making, and producing for a while
in Oslo. Now she is back focusing on her music career.
Her solo album is expected to be out this year. Some
songs are available to listen to.
She has recorded an album with producer Gypsy
Stokes in Atlanta, Georgia. Gypsy Stokes has also
worked with artists including India Arie, Akon, and
multi-platinum producer, Dr. Dre. Gypsy is incredibly
talented and Cecilie feels very blessed working together
with him. Cecilie is currently involved in a new music
video of a song titled, When You Give Me Your Love,
that was filmed in Paris in late November. The video
is in the post-production phase and will be released
soon. Cecilie is planning to perform in both Europe and
The Middle East this year. She will also attend Cannes

Film Festival to promote her music and LVH Media/
Magazine, you can follow her on Instagram account.
Her Vision in the Future is to Continue to write music
and perform to have a passion for life, show love and
help others as much as she can.
Be an inspiration, not just by words but by actions as
well. Use the talents and gifts God has given her for
him. She found her treasure in life. It‘s her daughter,
her love, her music, and art. She‘ll continue to further
her career within music and her creative field,
Her precious daughter and love will always come first.
W W W.R EVERB N ATION . COM /C ECILIE B INOCHE
W W W.C ECILIE B INOCHE . COM
W W W.FACEBOOK . COM /C ECILIE B INOCHE
W W W.I NSTAGRAM . COM /C ECILIE B INOCHE
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MARTIAL ARTS ACADEMY

by Rene Watson

I BELIEVE THAT MARTIAL ARTS
GIVES THEM CONFIDENCE,
INSURANCE FOR THEIR FUTURE
AND EVEN MORE IMPORTANTLY,
EVERYDAY LIFE.
F. ROBEAUX

Fabrice Robeaux hails from the north of France, near
Lille to be exact. A most humble beginning for this
Martial Arts Master whom as a child lived with his
brother in a home where kicks, punches and regular
bullying were a normal recurring event. “They brought
hell to our home and our life,” says Fabrice with deep
reflection. At the age of 6, his older brother introduced
him to the world of Judo and from that moment,

martial arts became his focus, his escape from all of
the madness. Freedom and justice became his credo
and was a driving force in creating what he has become
today.
For several years, he continued to learn and practice
both Judo and Karate, growing more proficient each
and every day. At the age of 15, his life as a martial
artist would truly begin. A Korean Martial Arts Master
from Brussels, Belgium saw his technical quality and
asked him if he would want to learn under his guidance.
Learning classic Taekwondo and Hapkido opened a
golden new chapter, of mentor and disciple, of master
and student, learning traditional Korean martial arts
customs and valuable life skills that allowed him to build
a lifeline for himself and the confidence to achieve his
goals and aspirations. He received his first black belt
at the age of 18 and was well on his way to fulfilling his
life’s work on a path of service for others.
After returning to France at age 20, he created his
first fight club and turned his focus to teaching and
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fostering the development of underprivileged youth. He
continued to hone his skills and expand his knowledge
in other forms of martial arts such as Thai Kick Boxing
and Full Contact Karate in which he received his black

belt as well. He quickly established two schools and
became well respected within his community. For 8
years he remained in France and Strasbourg and
was commissioned to mentor two state athletes who
became recognized professionals in the sport.

the ultimate satisfaction to see his students become
mentors to others. He believes the Master must teach
the student all the values of martial arts, the difficult
techniques, to respect the body, mind and spirit of not
only oneself but more importantly of others. Fabrice
says with a happy heart, “When a student becomes
a mentor, my job is done!” Coming from such a hard
childhood existence, Fabrice finds that his experiences
have the power to motivate and encourage others.

Fabrice created the Martial Arts Academy six years
ago, a United Nations registered organization where
he combines his martial arts philosophy with various
programs designed around educating children,

He says, “When a child tells you that it’s hard… that
it’s too difficult to practice, I tell them of my personal
story, what I have gone through to be a teacher and
to be able to encourage and support the person in
front of me. When they understand the difficulties and
sacrifices it takes, they are hooked!”
disabled youth and adults, police academies, women’s
self-defense and even music therapy. The Martial Arts
Academy has a renowned team of instructors and
mentors for example; a clinical psychologist, Fiona
Fournet; a music therapist and opera singer-Valeria
Florencio, and an entire team of black belt martial
artists. This international team allows them to create
various partnerships with
organizations
around
the world in all areas of
expertise such as fashion,
cinema or music and
thus adds value to the
exchange in friendships.
Over the years, Fabrice
has had many students
and some have now
become
professors
themselves. For him it is

“We live in a society, where there are strangers, bad
people on the streets snatching up children, but they
can get in their heads too... even family, neighbors,
friends… who are worse? They can do harm to children
mentally, physically, kidnap them, abduct them, and
even kill them!! So, before an attack, it is important
that children know how to defend themselves, to know
how to deal with the potential aggressor!! In my classes,
children learn to respect themselves, their peers and
their parents. I believe that martial arts gives them
confidence, insurance for their future and even more
importantly, everyday life.”
Fabrice works especially with children and those with
disabilities. He says we must show them that they are
someone, because for a lot of them, they suffer silently.
His 41 years of experience in the martial arts world
is the result of a passion, a love for the art and the
power that can be exercised when you are focused and
centered.
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INDEPENDENT FILM & FINANCING
BUSINESS, TOURISM
AND ENTERTAINMENT
BY DONALD A. BARTON

OVERVIEW: CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
The motion picture industry has proved itself over the
years to be a reliable, resilient industry with a consistent
track record of growth even during periods of broad
economic difficulty. Creative success is achieved
through selecting the proper product (script) and
elements (cast and crew) and mixing it through the
production process. Monetary success is achieved
through potential multiple streams of revenues, such as
theatrical, home video (digital downloads, pay per view),
cable and broadcast television. For the right product,
additional revenue can also be achieved through other
sources, including merchandising and sound track.
Many local productions are successful in their local
market but do not “play“ well outside the local
market. More and more productions are combining
and weaving “Hollywood“ expertise with substantial
local contributions and expertise in order to help bring
a story alive in a motion picture which may give it a
chance to be seen by international audiences. If seen
by international audiences, the picture’s investors
should have a better opportunity to make a return on
their investment and they have the film benefit the local
area through increased tourism.

LOCAL EFFECT ON ECONOMY
Motion picture production creates jobs by using local
actors and crew, adding cash flow, employment,
training and economic effect, and, through the
60

continuing economic
effect,
maintaining
productive jobs, thus
having a substantial
positive influence to
the local economy. If
seen outside the local
area, many pictures
serve to accelerate
and increase tourism to the areas shown in the films.
The direct and indirect economic impact of a film
project has been proven to be many times the budgeted
amount, some of which economic effect will continue
year after year through tourism and job creation. All
economists agree that there is a recognizable immediate
and short-term flow-through multiplier effect on the
local economy from expenditures. Specifically for film
production, recent studies recognize that for every $1
spent on a film production, conservative estimate is
that the minimum of 3 times (and even up to 10 times)
that amount is indirectly spent on goods, services and
employment in the economy; resulting in increases in
hotel occupancy, restaurant usage, even cleaners. The
basic fact is that the film production and its employees
spend their money on local goods and services.

PICTURES AS A LOCAL MARKETING TOOL
AND TO INCREASE TOURISM
Many studies establish that films prove to be a powerful
marketing tool for destinations in the tourism industry,
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documenting the benefits of film for advertising and
tourism increases on locations and products on a short
and a long term basis.
The long-term impact of movies is first of all caused
by the fact that spectators of movies are much
longer exposed to images than it is the case in other
advertising. Moreover, motion pictures can be recurrent
events as the spectator has always the possibility to
view the same film and images through several viewing
mediums, whether theatrical, DVD, TV, and internet.
Consequently, the memorization of images in films is
much more likely than in traditional advertising, such
as a region advertising itself through travel magazines.
Also, film images persist for decades, providing publicity
and creating identities for a long period of time. The
exposure a film gives a region is an advertisement
viewed by potentially millions of people, an audience
that could not be reached through specifically targeted
tourism promotions.
Another study shows that motion pictures have a
dramatic impact on the choice of a tourism destination.
According to the study, there can be an immense
increase up to 93% within one year after a film’s release
in the number of visitors to locations which were used
for film shootings. Another following study illustrated
that films can increase tourism years after the first
screening.

INDEPENDENT FILM
The independent film sector includes producers and
distributors who operate independently of the “studio
system,“ arranging financing without the involvement
of the major studios.
Every year thousands of
independent films are completed and enter the
distribution marketplace. While major studios occupy
themselves with hugely budgeted (over $100 million)
features, the major portion of film production and
distribution is performed by independents at budgets
from a few hundred thousand to mid eight figures. With
so many films, independent production has long been
the underlying strength of the film industry. For all of
these reasons, a region needs to attract independent
films.
Creatively, a number of “independent“ productions
have won numerous awards and been financially
successful, causing joy in the global independent world
encouraging many to think that not only can art be
served, but so can investors.

FINANCING THE INDEPENDENT FILM
Although independents struggle for a myriad of
reasons, all independent producers seem to have one
thing in common: lack of regular access to consistent
financial backing. Independents would prefer to have
their films fully financed by equity in advance.
Primarily, though, independent producers cobble
together financing, typically on a film-by-film basis,
from a variety of sources. This usually takes the form
of some amount of equity, governmental incentives or
subsidies (where available), plus a loan based on sales
of the film prior to production. Some of these structures
are international in scope and even take months to put
together.
Loan financings vary from private lenders, bank
financing to “gap“ or “super-gap“ financings. The
latter items are to make up the “gap“ between the
film’s budget and its equity or its equity and other
financings, and naturally (due to risk ratio) higher cost
(or, on the flip side, higher return to the financier),
where the other financing has come up short in order to
complete the entire financing. There are opportunities
for long (typically equity, sharing in the upside or profits
of a picture) and short term financing (which normally
does not share in the profits of a picture). Financing
repayment depends on the production company‘s
ability to complete the film within a fixed budget and to
generate enough revenue to service the debt.
Business, tourism and entertainment are thusly
intertwined. There are many opportunities in film
production for proper business to benefit both the
investors and the local economy, and to provide an
entertaining product.

Donald A. Barton is an attorney and producer located
in Century City, California, USA. He has produced,
and participated in the financing, production and
distribution, of numerous motion pictures around
the world, including United States, United Kingdom,
Europe, South Africa, India, Italy, and Canada. He has
produced, and helped producers, develop productions
through the script, financing, production and postproduction stages, into the marketing and distribution
of a motion picture. He has been a panelist speaking
about film production, financing, partnerships and coproductions.
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Artesanos del Vino Valencia (Craftsmen of Vino Valencia), was born in 2000 with the firm intention to make
Frothy Wine through a traditional and complex method
called Champanoise, thought for a global market with
a markedly innovating mentality.
During these years without haste but without pause, we
have surpassed all the disadvantages and procedures
necessary to build our facilities that meet the optimal
conditions to elaborate a very high quality frothy, looking to satisfy the most demanding palates. The warehouse is located in the Plano del Rebollar, municipal
term of Requena, province of Valencia, Spain
We commercialize our product through our brands ONE
and 24K looking for the maximum quality levels, developing variants from high quality frothy that differentiates
us from other manufacturers and generating new sensations in our clients.
One is a product created to satisfy the consumer
through extreme wine selection, long and slow fermentation and a modern image for a global market in continuous move. We only produce the types: Brut and Brut
Nature, we don’t add any liquor to the last one so it fully
maintains its natural quality and flavour.
One Strawberry is our last creation, is a frothy one with
an elegant fruity touch.

Made for exclusive life

FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
BRENDA LILO
email: iloulux@gmail.com

24K with its gold flakes, it has secured an important media repercussion within the last gastronomic tendency
by quality and innovation. It is well known in Spain the
tradition of making a toast by putting inside the glass a
golden ring, as symbol of future wealth.
For centuries, it has existed an exhaustive search of a
liquor, an elixir to obtain immortality and eternal youth
through gold, attributing to it aphrodisiac powers and
helping to re-balance the positive energy to the organism.The Spanish Monarch Felipe II elaborated an “elixir”
with his own blood and particles of gold in search of
eternal youth

LinkAWeb offers affordable & creative web design for clients. As a part of
our first class service we handle everything from obtaining the desired
domain name, to customizing websites down to every detail. We work
around our client’s needs, providing the best design solutions internationally.

For more information please contact us:
info@LinkAWeb.co.uk
www.LinkAWeb.co.uk
+44 7437300337

HAIL CESAR

ADDS MORE COMEDY
FOR GEORGE CLOONEY AND
CLEMENT VON FRANKENSTEIN
BY PETE ALLMAN

Clement von Frankenstein, the English actor who
played Senator Sestimus Amydias and got to
work with George Clooney in Hail Caesar, spoke
to me over dinner at Panini Cafe recently. He
stated, „George Clooney is a delightful person
and wonderful to work with.“ Clement got the role
through his manager, Valerie McCaffrey, who had
him audition for Ellen Chenoweth, who auditioned
him. The producers, Joel and Ethan Coen, two
brothers who have produced some excellent films,
sent a reel of Peter Ustinov chatting with Charles
Laughton in Spartacus. Laughton, according to
Clement von Franckenstein, had a lisp when he
spoke. Clement then amplified the lisp, portraying
his character for the audition, and got the role.
One of the main reasons the Coen Brothers are
so successful, is because of their ability to make
changes on the set and allow ad lib. The Coen
Brothers also have Roger Deakins as the Director
of Photography for their film projects. Deakins has
thirteen Oscar nominations to his name. What is
CLEMENT VON FRANKENSTEIN AND GEORGE CLOONEY
also interesting, in this period piece, is that the stars
worked for scale because they admire the Cohen Brothers and they are friends. Clement von Franckenstein is to
be congratulated for his superb role as ‘Senator Sestimus Amydias,’ as well as, George Clooney as Autolochus.
Hail Caesar opened at the Berlinale Berlin
Festival.
On another note of importance, Benny Prasad,
the instrumentalist guitarist from India, gave
a stunning performance and sermon at Bel
Air Church in Los Angeles recently. Prasad
holds the Limca National Record for being
the fastest man to travel to 245 countries.
He accomplished this in six years, six months,
and eleven days. As a young boy, his parents
wanted him to be a scientist of which he could
not be. He was deemed useless and beaten
by his parents. Young Prasad, who at that
time in his life had no self-esteem, developed
asthma, causing him to take cortisone steroids
which caused rheumatoid arthritis, thus

BERLINALE PALAST, BERLIN
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developing a weak immune system. At the age
of sixteen, feeling of no worth he attempted to
commit suicide. Thanks to his mother, however,
Prasad joined Youth with a Mission (YWAM)
completing a Discipleship Training School (DTS)
and School of Biblical Studies (SBS) in Bangalore,
India. During this time in his life, he accepted
Jesus into his life. After completing School of
Music in Mission (SOMA) in New Mexico, USA,
and School of Events Management (SEM) in
Townsville, Australia, he received an Associate
of Arts degree through (YWAMS) University of
Nations. This, as he has stated, would not mean
anything, had he not accepted Jesus into his
life. Since that time, he has inspired audiences
throughout the world to have faith and hope by
winning souls who have accepted Jesus into their
lives.
Mr. Prasad has also developed the Bender, the
world’s first banjo guitar with fourteen strings.
For more information, visit bennyprasad.com. His
CLEMENT VON FRANKENSTEIN
album, Tribute to the Unknown God, took eight
years to produce, traveling to fifteen countries, using thirty studios. The album consists of ancient hymns and
the influence of Indian style classical jazz. It is definitely inspiring especially to the weary and the distressed.
GEORGE CLOONEY AND CLEMENT VON FRANKENSTEIN AND THE GROUP SHOT
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SPELLBOUND
BOLLYWOOD

BEHIND THE SCENES
BY BRINDA SAROYA

“Setting hopes and enrapturing beauty.
Binding emotions with exceptional drama;
this is the magic of Indian cinema”.
The history of Indian cinema
goes back to the 19th century.
Dadasaheb
Phalke,
wellknown as the father of Indian
cinema, released the firstever full-length feature film in
1913. Though the approach
of Bollywood was not as great
as Hollywood, and due to the
rise of numerous production
companies,
slowly
and
steadily, Indian cinema left the
footprints on the map of India.
Bollywood. This word brings
a smile to the face of every
Indian. Indian cinema has
widely influenced people. The
motion pictures interconnect
KANGANA RANAUT
extremely well with the people.
Viewers enter a different land of imagination where they find the hero fighting against all odds, challenged by
difficulties, finding love, achieving goals, and end, of course, with a happy ending! Moreover, Indian cinema has
been a great source of knowledge, wealth, sentiments, and pride; that is what Indian cinema did during the
golden years.
Some of the great legends of the Golden Age were the real heroes in their own life. The Golden Age of Indian
cinema took place after India’s independence somewhere from the 1940s to the 1960s. Dilip Kumar and Raj
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Kapoor were the biggest actors
in India who changed Indian
cinema. Dilip Kumar, who is
also known as “The Tragedy
King,” holds the Guinness
World Record for winning the
maximum number of awards
by an Indian actor. He has
done over one-hundred films in
his career. Some are timeless
classics and others are absolute
gold that remain ingrained in
the history of cinema.
Before he was famous, Dilip
Kumar managed to set up
a sandwich stall at his local
army club. A bit after that, he
saved some money and went to
SHAHRUKH KHAN
Bombay to help his father with
finances. He went to work at a local cinema called, Bombay Talkies. At Bombay Talkies, he met an actress named
Devika, the owner of the cinema, who asked him to sign up with the company. Also, because he was proficient
in the Urdu language, he helped in the scripting department. Devika later cast him in a lead role for a film. Dilip
Kumar is now ninety-three years of age and is a legend in Indian cinema.
Rajinikanth is a famous superstar of Indian cinema who was born in 1950. He is known also as Shivaji Rao. He
is one of the very rare actors who have managed to stay on top of their game all through their career. When he
was five years old, his mother died and he realized that their
financial situation was starting to worsen. When growing
up, he used to work as a coolie at the station to support his
family. After completing his schooling, he took up odd jobs
like working as a carpenter and a bus conductor.
He was also passionate about acting, so he enrolled in The
Madras Film Institute to learn more about films. During one
of his stage plays, he met a director who offered him a
position as an actor in a film; to get the part he just had
to learn a new language. In 2007, he was paid 26 crore
rupees for his role in Shivaji. He was the highest paid actor
in Asia after Jackie Chan. “Live life simply,” is his mantra;
he thinks of this to achieve success. He also has another
mantra, “Yesterday I was a conductor, today I am a star,
tomorrow what I will be only he knows!”
Amitabh Bachchan is a legendary Bollywood actor who got
their start in the early 1970s. He made his debut in the film
that was so intense and serious that people gave him the
nickname “Angry young man.” Before his fame, he worked
for a shipping firm. His voice is the first thing that attracted
filmmakers, not his acting. A lot of Indian radio stations
rejected him, when he applied, because they thought that
his voice was not for radio.

REKHA

The desire of himself wanting to be the best was apparent,
back then; he never lost his faith until he achieved success.
Within years, Bachchan appeared in around one hundred
films working with India’s most acclaimed directors. He
faced serious injuries and had a near death experience
www .LVH magazine . com
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while filming. He also dabbled in politics
but abandoned it due to unexpected
controversies.
After a while, though, the magic of
Bachchan began to fade away, he still
tried to keep the spark intact. In 1997,
he started to host reality shows. He won
a total of two-hundred and ten awards in
his extraordinary career. Even at the age of
seventy-three, Amitabh Bachchan’s name
brings respect and love to viewers’ hearts. It
was only his positive attitude which helped
him sail through all his difficult times. He
is seventy-three years old and is still going
strong.
Banurekha, also known as ‘The Evergreen
Lady’ in Bollywood, was born in 1954.
She began her career when she was only
thirteen years old. She has done more than
one-hundred and eighty films throughout
her career. She has been honored by the
government of India with the Padma Shri
Award. Her work was included on Forbes
India’s list of ‘The Twenty-Five Greatest
Acting Performances of Indian Cinema.’.
She actually never wanted to be an actress,
especially when she was thirteen years old.
Banurekha never wanted to quit school
and do films, but she was not left with
any choice; her parents were stars, but
her mother became ill and her father left
them to support them. The hardest part
for her, in Bollywood, was that she never
knew Hindi, as it was not her native tongue.
In the industry, some used to call her ugly
because she was dark, fat, and stout.

KANGANA RANAUT

Despite, being a child star, she did not enjoy the perks that came along with her being who she was. Rekha was
quoted saying, “Bombay was like a jungle, and I had walked in unarmed. It was one of the most frightening phases
of my life. I was totally ignorant of the ways of this new world. Guys did try and take advantage of my vulnerability.
I did feel, ‘What am I doing? I should be in school, having an ice cream, fun with my friends, why am I even forced
to work, deprived of normal things that a child should
be doing at my age?’“
She also at one point confessed her feelings for show
business during her younger years, “Every single day
I cried, because I had to eat what I didn‘t like, wear
crazy clothes with sequins and stuff poking into my
body. Costume, jewelry would give me an absolute
terrible allergy. Hair spray wouldn‘t go off for days even
despite all my washing. I was pushed, literally dragged
from one studio to another.”

RAJINIKANTH
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She never voiced her feelings to her mom about her
job when she would do films as a job. Banurekha also
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said that she used to diet at the age of
thirteen by starving for months and only
drinking milk. In the end, it is not the card
that one is dealt, it is how a person wins
the game; she won.
Kangana Ranaut is the small town girl
who became an idol to everyone. She was
born in 1987. Today, she is the highest
paid actress in Bollywood. She is known
in the media for expressing her straightforward opinions to the public. According
to Ranaut, while she was growing up,
she was very stubborn and rebellious.
Her parents tried to make her become a
doctor, however, she failed because she
never turned up for the medical exams.

DILIP KUMAR

She didn’t have money to eat food or pay the rent so
from modelling, she swerved into acting. Though she
pursued it, her dad was against it and her family never
supported her. Her knowledge of the English language
was very bad and everyone used to say how she could
“fit in” the industry when she did not know how to
speak English.
DEEPIKA PADUKONE

In a 2013 interview with Daily News and Analysis, she
said, „People in the industry treated me like I didn‘t
deserve to be spoken to and I was some unwanted
object. I couldn‘t speak English fluently and people
made fun of me for that. So dealing with rejection
became a part of life. All that has taken a toll, I guess. I
find it hard to deal with praise. Today, when people say
that I have made it and made it on my own, I feel like
locking up myself somewhere ... It scares me.“
Kangana is not willing to let go of her past so easily; she
shared how she struggled even at the high point of her
career, people treated her very badly. She taught one
simple thing, “Work hard and you will get everything.
Don’t believe those who tell you success is all about
luck. Success is all about the hard work of the mind. BE
STRONG!”
These were a few examples of those who struggled and
achieved success. It will be VERY long before they are
forgotten stars of Bollywood. Their films will remain
instilled in Bollywood cinema until the end of time.

“Giving voices to dumb mouths
Creating laughter without speech bringing out
hidden talents, enhancing the beauty of silver screen
Mesmerizing million souls,
Entangling millions hearts.
Such an undefinable magic
It creates the Indian cinema”.
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RELIABLE MEDICAL AND
DENTAL SUPPLY CENTER-DUBAI
Reliable Medical and Dental Supply Center has opened its doors in Dubai, U.A.E.
Our main office is located in California, U.S.A.
Our company takes pride in living up to our name; RELIABLE. We have a sound
reputation in customer satisfaction, providing high quality products and exceptional
customer service.
We understand the diverse needs of the medical industry and we have taken a
stand on accommodating our clients’ needs in the most cost effective manner.

For Further Information; Please Contact Us at:

Reliable Medical and Dental Supply Center-Dubai
Tel: +9714 3050 757
Email: info@rmdscdubai.com
Address: Office 2513 · Level 25 · The H Dubai Office Tower
One Sheikh Zayed Road · Dubai · United Arab Emirates
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GEORGIE-O......
BIG TIME PRODUCER & A HEART OF GOLD
From Jet-Setter to Royal Advisor
to Hollywood Producer Extraordinaire!
BY ANGELINA L AZAR

Once upon a time, there was a very fine, handsome young boy who,
as destiny would have it, became a very big man overnight. Only
thing is, his young boy’s heart remained just that... a young boy’s
heart in the body of this huge powerhouse businessman, advisor to
the King, and filmmaking mogul who became a star overnight! That
is the story of Georgie-Boy who lived happily ever after; the End.
Well, that honestly perfectly sums it all up, and there’s nothing more
to say, if truth be told. This is a fact and the story of stories; the gist
of this amazing and rarest persona I had the privilege of meeting
and mingling with, dining and chilling with, over a real heart to heart
to the funnest dinners not only I, but everyone at our nightly table
ever did have... But for those of you who are shall I say more detail-oriented (to not say inquisitive) and perhaps
appreciate my being a little more verbose and erudite instead of concise as can be, ok, I surrender...you have
successfully arm-wrestled me: allow me (if I must) to fill you in on some
of the juicy, entertaining and enlightening, impressive and admirable
tidbits about Georgie-O! Ya’ thought I wasn’t gonna’ succumb?... Think
again!... - Let’s rumble! ...
The illustrious, debonair, highly charismatic and warm-hearted young
man by the name of George Edde was, indeed, a Business Advisor for
the Royal Family in Saudi Arabia for 12 yrs (since 1984), and had become
virtually a full-fledged family member, living at the royal palace while
doing business on the King’s behalf. A deft trouble-shooter he was; he
was thus commissioned to fly via private jet back and forth, negotiating
and resolving business deals for the King, as this was George’s strong
point and natural forte. Notwithstanding, it was surely his charm and charisma which helped him to clinch every
deal he made time and time again! Georgie-O was a born winner! Lines fell for him in pleasant places, and he
just went from strength to strength, finding favour with all he met across the globe with ease, with grace, and
always with great fun!
It all began back in UCLA, when he met the Saudi Royal Prince., when they both studied business to procure an
MBA degree. The Prince insisted George join him and his friends to Hawaii for “just a couple of weeks” where
they would fly in class via private jet on their school vacation. On their way back home, though, to the Continental
U.S., they would make a pit-stop to Seattle, where the Prince visited Boeing Lockheed to purchase a mega-plane
for his father, the Saudi King!
The ultra-business savvy George, being present as a spectator (or so he thought) just naturally did his thing, as
he’s known to do, and simply advised his friend, the Prince on how to do the business deal, correcting him on
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some potential errors and loopholes he saw. Even the chaps at
Lockheed had to admit George was right, and the deal should be
done in such a manner. After all, this was a multi-million dollar
transaction, with a full emergency room erected on board the plan,
where an operation could be effected on the King, if need be, and
was no small transaction to be taken lightly!
The young but formidable George was only 22 years old at the
time. But after that fateful, significant mega-deal, George flew
with the Prince to visit his father, who was totally captivated by the
young MBA grad (as everyone is who meets George), and that was
when it all began... George, the jet-setter and Advisor to the Saudi
King would then fly to Geneva, London, Paris, LA, Marbella... wherever he needed to broker multi-million and
billion dollar royal deals at the drop of a hat, no holds barred!
In fact, this first deal was so significant and high profile, that President Reagan himself, who was currently
presiding as President, heard about the deal, and called George to view the plane. George, being ever so
loyal and wise, as overwhelming as it was, rather, decided to pack
his bags and fly instantly to Arabia! He did not want to refuse or hurt
the President, but at the same time, George, with his heart of gold,
could never betray the King, who highly esteemed him. He could not
bring himself to show his completed custom-made plane to another
Ruler before the King, himself, saw it! From Saudi Arabia, once the
King saw his beloved beauty and aero-masterpiece, he suggested to
Georgie-O that they now fly to the White House together to show
President Reagan his new acquisition, which they did in style and the
most luxurious transatlantic trip ever! That marked the unprecedented
success of George’s first multi-million dollar royal business transaction:
on behalf of the King of one nation which the U.S. President was privy
to! Not bad for a first deal! ... “George, George, King of the ... J-U-N-G-L-E? ...”. Well... this George is King of
the Luxe Life, let’s be clear; but simple-hearted, with the warmest, generous heart, as one usually finds in more
primitive settings! ...So, George is just “KING” - let’s leave it at that!
This Hollywood King didn’t start at the bottom of the totem pole, but on top of the world right from the starting
gates! And he’s never stopped since! The Saudi King figured if the young business stud, ‘Boy George’ could
complete such a lucrative, renowned business transaction while still in university, he could pull off anything! And
he was right!
One of the members of the Royal Family wanted to film a movie, Brenda Star, and wanted Brooke Shields (also
22, at the time, who was very big then) to play the lead role. They would film the movie in Carmel, where none
other but Clint Eastwood was the Mayor of the town (in real life, not even on set) and Paul Anka would write the
music. George did it again, and excelled, making bold moves, strides and executions par excellent! From then
and there, this whiz began producing his own movies, falling in love with
the business so much, with cinema, with the excitement and influence his
films wielded, he put his genius to work for himself, and flew to the top like a
rocket in a two-step process right to the moon!
Jean Claude Van Dym (a personal favourite of mine), who would become a
lifetime friend of George’s, invested in George’s first movie, where he created
a Special Purpose Vehicle to finance the film. George would continue making
different movies, and establishing different companies to fund them. George
had a very keen eye and understanding of business right from the get-go!
Not only did he produce his own films, he financed them, too!
One such film was “Sleepwalkers”. He bought the rights from Stephen King, and pitted Warner Brothers against
Columbia Pictures to see who would pay more. Young Boy George wrapped his fingers around these huge
media moguls, having them trip over each other in a price war, while convincing Stephen King to make a cameo
appearance in his own movie (which he never did before or after) back in 1991.
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George kept investing in different films and then
funding his own. LVH gets it from George straight!
LHV: Were successful right from the bat?
George: Yes, I learned you have to create your own
distribution company. I buy my own script. I hire the
director and pay him, and the movie starts! I take it to
my distribution company, Keller Edde Studios, and they
go to the market and presell it. As long as you have a
good director and set, you will succeed. I make profit
from the U.S. I don’t pre-sell the U.S.
LVH: Presently, what are you doing?
George: I am so proud to do Khalil Gibran.
I just finished “Boxer” with Roberto de Niro. I bought
the rights for this personally , not my company. We did
the script, and I finished filming in NY with Robert di
Niro and Usher. My Co-Producer is Harvey Weinstein.
LVH: And your family life?

LVH: Are you disappointed with Hollywood?

George: My wife is a Perfumaire, and I’m happily
married. I have two kids, two boyse: thirteen and seven.

George: You know, I’m disappointed because Hollywood
has gotten a little rough. We want to give good clean
messages. Now is the right timing for this. This is my
message for everybody. Let’s do good education and a
good message globally. We had enough of these action
films. Because now we have it in reality: shootings,
killings…. We don’t need to add it on the screen! Give
good love stories, good movies, global films, not only
American films in English. We represent people from
worldwide... Because we are equal to each other. This
is what we should be doing, so yes... Yes I am.

LVH: Where does the future take you? What’s your
prognosis?
George: My crown life project is my upcoming movie on
Khalil Gibran, the top philosopher next to Shakespeare,
who sold over 100 million books in 44 languages in
40 countries. From Kennedy to Elvis Presley, they used
Gibran’s quotes... Elvis used to read the book “Gibran”
every morning to his mother instead of the newspaper,
and would send his books to his friends as gifts. The
Beatles used his wording for their lyrics, Johnny Cash,
and many others. He was born in Lebanon, and when
he was 14, he went to Boston, grew up there, then went
to New York... painted.. wrote... philosophized. A very
interesting story... He wrote the book, The Prophet. It’s
on his life’s story. It’s a motion picture... a secret. It will
premiere in Cannes.
LVH: But what about you? Tell me about you...
George: I’M 37 years old. I like cars, watches and my
favourite are ladies that turn me on with their brains.
They excite me with their conversation.
LVH: Who is George Edde, really?
George: He’s a young, good-hearted person that
loves people that loves to give a big message on the
big screen for the little children. Because we’re all little
children. The little kid comes out within us all!
LVH: Who are some of the stars you worked with?
George: Steven Segal, Jean Claude Van Dym, Sylvester
Stalone, Ralph Moulard, Robert Di Niro, Brooke Shields,
Jackie Chan.
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LVH: What’s important to you in life and what are
your own personal goals?
George: I’ve done it all. I traveled the world via VIP and
normally. And I’m just a simple man who enjoys life! I’m on
a natural high! I don’t need drugs or drinking... nothing.
LVH: What are some of your own personal goals in life?
George: I just want to get to a point where I can educate
young children so they can see life the way I see it. I
was blessed by God that I went through all this from
landing a private plane to the red carpet. I travelled
everywhere! I’ve done it all! I just want to be a simple,
humble man that can give his time and his energy for
the next generation for our kids. To give them the best
I can! I’m trying...
From thenonthere, everytime I met George, it was at
another 6 or 7 start hotel in Dubai or at a Grand
Opening or luxurious poolside. Either that, or he was
with a Prince or Sheikh, some red carpet event or
meeting. He just never stops! Highly engaging, highly
entertaining, and in very high demand!

This... is the story of Georgie-O! ...
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RELIABLE GLOBAL SERVICES
Dubai has become one of the most exciting and vivacious cities in the world.
With its rapid development, it continues to attract world attention and has
become a hot-spot for businesses.
If you are looking to set up your business or a branch of your company in Dubai,
we can help you. We provide business concierge services for corporations
and businessmen looking to explore their business opportunities in Dubai.

· Company licensing and registration
· Full company setup
· Legal services for company incorporation
· Office management and maintenance
· Airport meet and greet + airport transfers
· Liaising with government entities
· Concierge services which include but not
limited to the recommendation of hotels,
networking events, tours, restaurants,
accommodation etc.
· Full time attended Reception
· Meeting rooms
· Incoming and outgoing mail management
· Admin support
· Scanning and printing of documents
· High speed internet access
· 24/7 building access and security
· Full time IT support
· Phone lines
· Scheduled cleaning & servicing of your office
· Printing and scanning of documents

For a fixed fee (Please contacts us for Details) we can
provide all the above including a fully furnished and
serviced office space conveniently located in the centre of
Dubai’s business district.
For Further Information; Please Contact Us at:

RELIABLE GLOBAL SERVICES
Tel: +9714 3050 757
Email: info@ReliableGlobalServices.com
Address: Office 2513 · Level 25 · The H Dubai Office Tower
One Sheikh Zayed Road · DUBAI · UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

